The AC Electric Two-wheel Hopper Gate Opener is one of our most popular models. The electric over hydraulic system provides enough torque to open even the toughest railcar hopper gates.

Multiple power options are available, but with safety in mind, the AC Electric Hopper Gate Opener is designed with only explosion proof motors. With multiple motor options and unit configurations, the AC electric two-wheel hopper gate opener is the perfect combination of power and mobility built to order based on your specific needs.

**BENEFITS:**
- Prevents operator injury
- Increases unloading speed
- Single-person operation
- Smooth, continuous torque
- Low maintenance cost
- Low maximum noise: 85 dBA

**FEATURES:**
- Multiple electric power options
- Explosion proof motor
- Options include powered lift and powered side-shifting wheels (as shown)
- 6” – 20” vertical height adjustment
- Stabilizer bar for torque suppression